
How I Pwned The ICS Data 
During My Internship



Who Am I
❖ Shail Patel (bind_tcp)

❖ Security Research Engineer @NREL

❖ Focusing on ICS/SCADA/OT/IoT security & network protocols, Energy Security & Resiliency

@shail_official



Motivation

❖ Prior work: Develop, validate and deploy a unique innovative Data-Enhanced Hierarchical Control (DEHC 
architecture)

❖ Cybersecurity testing scoped as an analysis of communications between devices as well as analysis of 
device level security

❖ Perspective: System, network and application perspective

❖ Capture communications between elements

❖ Access the cybersecurity functions of each vendor device

❖ Determine the kind of security controls for Beagleboard local controller

❖ Source code review

❖ Hunting in the wild for fun and profit



Industrial Control Systems Cybersecurity

❖ What is Industrial Control Systems?

ICS are used in machinery throughout a wide range of industries all over the world.

❖ Comprises of various control systems used in industrial process control for manufacturing and 
production that includes Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC), Remote Terminal Units (RTU), Human 
Machine Interface (HMI), Distributed Control Systems (DCS), etc.



Industrial Control Systems Cybersecurity

How is OT different than IT?

❖ IT system == Datacentric

❖ No priority for the confidentiality of the data in Operational Technology

❖ OT is concerned with physical processes

❖ “Unusual” Operating Systems and Applications

❖ “Unusual” Security Architectures and risk management goals

❖ “Different” performance and reliability requirements



Why do we care?

❖ Challenges for a secure and resilient infrastru-

cture often being overlooked

❖ ICS often support critical infrastructure

❖ Very limited computing resources

❖ Who should be responsible?

❖ Do I know what I have installed in the field?                                                                                Image Source: Internet

❖ What about control system policies?

❖ Human error is almost indispensable                                                                  Image source: Internet                                                                                      



Getting started

❖ Testbed: Hardware in the Loop(HIL) capability with Beagleboard local controller, and PV Inverter.

❖ Goal: Capture Modbus traffic between the two communication models.

Beagleboard
12 kVA

3ph PV

PV Inverter

Packet Capture Analysis

Modbus (PV setpoints)



Things to Know

❖ Beagleboard  to control the PV inverter.

First things first…

❖ Modbus Basics?

Serial communications protocol originally

published by Modicon

❖ Modbus Applications:  Used to establish master/slave communication between intelligent devices.

Openly published and royalty-free.

Enables communication between several devices connected to the same n/w.



Things to Know

More about Modbus…

❖ Communication between Modbus devices:

✓ Only master can initiate queries

✓ Slaves respond by providing the requested data to the master.   



Things to Know

❖ Set of actions performed here are reading or writing to a set of four data, used by the Modbus 
application layer.



About the controller

❖ Beagleboard Basics:



Simulation…

❖ A testbed coordinator setup to synchronize the two simulation platforms (OpenDSS), OPAL-RT in real-
time.

❖ System/hardware under test divided into two paths; one of the paths include ADMS, DER aggregator, 
Beagleboard local controller and a PV inverter.

❖ Programmed Beagleboard to control the PV inverter.

❖ Inverter converts direct current (DC) of the PV modules into grid-compliant alternating current (AC), 
feeds this into the public grid. Continuously monitors the power grid.

❖ Power optimization, monitoring and securing, communication, temperature measurement, protection.



Packet Capture Modbus

❖ Wireshark and Dualcomm ETAP-2306 for sniffing Modbus traffic between Beagleboard and PV inverter.

❖ Plug-and-Play without disrupting the network.



Packet Capture Modbus

❖ Input values for coil disclosed in plaintext…

Setpoints exposed!!!



Packet Capture Modbus

❖ Now that PV setpoints captured in register values.

❖ Want to alter the set points? Use only the IP address for asset discovery.

https://store.chipkin.com/products/tools/cas-modbus-scanner (FREE!!)

Can read: coil status (0xxxx), input status

(2xxxx), inpute registers (3xxxx), holding

registers (4xxxx).

Connect the IP address of the target.

In case of Serial Modbus, select the option

and enter the comm port.

https://store.chipkin.com/products/tools/cas-modbus-scanner


Packet Capture Modbus

Note down register addresses while

still allowing it to discover…

Start 

polling

I suggest allow at least 10 mins to 

discover all the devices.



Packet Capture Modbus

Another free tool:   https://www.rilheva.com/rilheva-modbus-poll-desktop-edition/

Same process: Connect to the

Target IP

To save time, use register

Value addresses from CAS Scanner

https://www.rilheva.com/rilheva-modbus-poll-desktop-edition/


Packet Capture Analysis

❖ Capture the traffic between RT-OPF and RTAC.

❖ Real-Time Optimal Power Flow (RT-OPF) is a python script to schedule the decision variables of the power system 
in an optimal way to satisfy power flow balance equations, nodal voltage and apparent power in the feeders.

❖ Real-Time Automation Controller (RTAC) originally used in utility-scale solar and other grid applications.

Now also can act as PV plant controller for connection to other substation devices, and for sending command and  

control to the devices out in the field.

RT-OPF

(Python Code)
RTAC

CIM/UDP traffic



Packet Capture Analysis

❖ Two Serial Streams of data disclosed in the string format…

Time to play some CTF now!! ☺



Packet Capture Analysis

❖ DualComm ETAP-2306 plugged in to capture the PCAP.

❖ Two fields of data recorded here: a. Binary plaintext stream,  b. Hex encoded string

❖ Binary values for no good.



Packet Capture Analysis

❖ Decoded the Hex string to Little-Endian floating format

❖ Discloses analog communication between the RTAC and RT-OPF. 

Reported to the Power Systems

team



Packet Capture Analysis

❖ Capture the traffic between ADMS and RTAC

❖ ADMS for optimizing the performance of the distribution grid, outage restoration, support for 
microgrids…

❖ DNP3 capture include SCADA measurements, control setpoints and feedback

Advanced 

Distribution 

Management 

System

RTAC

DNP3 



Packet Capture Analysis

Filter search for DNP3 

and start inspection.

Cap. Bank values disclosed

when ADMS and RTAC communicates



Packet Capture Analysis

Telemetered RTAC values

that are sent to ADMS in 

plaintext (V or kVAr)

Data stored in the form

of analog objects



Beaglebone Security Analysis

❖ A mixof NMAP, SPARTA, OpenVAS to find open ports, services, banners and known CVEs…

Vulnerable Javascript Cloud9 IDE

Hit default web interface



Beaglebone Security Analysis



Beaglebone Security Analysis

Critical: Look for Shellshock and Apache exploits!!!

Beaglebone affected due to

default config settings



RT-OPF Static Code Analysis

❖ Env: Python

❖ Tools used for checking source code redundancies:

Bandit, Dlint, Pylint, Prospector
Whitespaces, indentations, nothing concrete….



Vendor Device Security Analysis

❖ Grid Edge Management System                                                                                                  

Using TLS 1.1,…… vulnerable 

to OpenSSL, Heartbleed, and POODLE attacks

https://github.com/mpgn/heartbleed-PoC



Vendor Device Security Analysis

❖ Advanced Distributed Management System

DNP3 transit in plaintext while setup, 

Poor asset management

False Data Injection 

likelihood 



Vendor Device Security Analysis

Got in through

Default credentials ;)

Juicy 

information

In 

datasheets!!



More misconfigurations and Vulnerabilities

❖ Logic-bomb as a backdoor for the HMI to obtain a simple reverse shell, Django default and many more…

Pwn Blue Teams



In the wilderness for fun and profit

❖ Shodan is a search engine that lets you find specific types of devices(routers, servers, etc.) on the 
internet using a variety of queries and filters. Some have also described it as a search engine of service 
banners, which are meta-data the server sends back to the client

❖ In May 2013, CNN Money released an article detailing how SHODAN can be used to find dangerous 
systems on the Internet, including traffic light controls and other control systems, including ICS

❖ In December 2013, the website SCADA Strangelove posted over 500 banner search terms to find 
connected SCADA devices via SHODAN and/or Google



In the wilderness for fun and profit

❖ How does Shodan work?

❖ Crawl all IP addresses in the IPv4 space

❖ Try to initiate connections with known ports

❖ Record the responses/banners that are received

❖ Append to any records that exist for that IP

❖ You can also create reports or find security exploits for specific ports/services



In the wilderness for fun and profit

❖ Why is this interesting?

❖ Some banners can give information to the state of the device

❖ What type of device (make/model)

❖ Default user/admin passwords

❖ Misconfigured systems

❖ No authentication!

❖ Combined with domain knowledge (or Google) we can find useful things!



Electric Meters are on the internet

Power Meters and Cloud Energy Management



Networks in the wild

Routers openly exposed



Printers love the Internet!!

Unauthorized Access. 

No login required



Check cartridge, battery status, connection,…



Control Units like the Internet too!!  

Uses IEC 60870-5

No authentication required

Unauthorized file upload

Complete takeover & control



More Examples



More Examples



Various Electrical Supplies



Webcams, Wind Portals,…



What does it all mean?

❖ Lazy access to “devices” for operational/monitoring purposes

❖ Most are not secure for anything other than local access

❖ Accessed these sites through HTTP using a basic web browser

❖ These systems were not initially built to face externally, also not an accident!

❖ Security through obscurity != device access.

❖ No firewall rules in place to protect from external access

❖ Default credentials work half the time

❖ So these devices should not be on the Internet, right?



Lessons Learned
❖ Use Modbus over TLS

❖ Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) to secure UDP streams

❖ Implementing DNP3 Secure Authentication (DNP3-SA) over serial links/IP suites, use of Smart Energy 
Profile (SEP2) protocol, ICCP, and IEC 62351 security standard for best practices

❖ Firewall unnecessary ports, disable Cloud9 IDE while in production, run system-level updates, update 
bash for shellshock mitigation

❖ Updating OpenSSL, TLS and changing hardcoded/default credentials

for vendor device security



Departing Thoughts

❖ Moving beyond perimeter-based security

❖ Need for people to sustain ICS security

❖ First know what’s installed out there in the field

❖ Obtain the model of trust for device outputs

and the correct documentation for systems

❖ More IR capabilities to remediate grid-based attacks



Thanks for tuning in!
@shail_official

https://github.com/spwn3r49sd3r00

https://github.com/spwn3r49sd3r00

